M7D77-PTZV20XS-WPSAA COMMAND SHEET

FEATURES
Call to enable the first cruise line
(1-30 preset positions)
Call to enable the second cruise line
(31-60 preset positions)
Call to enable the third cruise line
(16-30 preset position)
Set the line scan [1] left boundary
Set the line scan [1] right boundary
Set the line scan [2] left boundary
Set the line scan [2] right boundary
Set the line scan [3] left boundary
Set the line scan [3] right boundary
Call to start line scan [1]
Call to start line scan [2]
Call to start line scan [3]
Call to start horizontal 360 ° scan

CONTROL METHOD

NOTES

RECALL 98
RECALL 97
RECALL 96
PRESET 81
PRESET 82
PRESET 83
PRESET 84
PRESET 85
PRESET 86
RECALL 141
RECALL 142
RECALL 143
RECALL 99/120

Set infrared lamp sensitivity setting PRESET 110+ PRESET N
(photosensitive activation threshold) (N is 36-100)
PRESET 111 + PRESET N
(N is 1-64)
PRESET 114 + PRESET N
Set a cruise staying time
(N is 1-255 seconds)
PRESET 115 + PRESET
Set cruise speed
N (N is 1-64)
Set the staying time before return to PRESET 116 + PRESET N
the guard spot
(N is 1-255 seconds)
Set the staying time before
PRESET 117 + PRESET
resuming the ptz movement, when
N (N is 1-255 seconds)
PTZ movement lock is ON
PRESET 125 to set guard
Set the guard spot / call to clear the position
guard spot
RECALL 125 to clear guard
position
Call infrared auto mode
RECALL 81
Call infrared light forced on (night
RECALL 82
vision black and white)
Call infrared light forced off (daylight
RECALL 83
color mode)
Call infrared light mode 1: switch
RECALL 84
between near and far lights

The smaller the
value, the more
sensitive

Set line scan and 360° scan speed
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4 seconds by
default
Default 64
90 seconds by
default
180 seconds by
default

M7D77-PTZV20XS-WPSAA COMMAND SHEET
Call infrared light mode 2: far lights
on
Call infrared light mode 3: near and
far lights on
Call to clear all presets
Call initialization reset (restore
factory settings)
Call PTZ recalibration
[Call/Set] speed changes when
zoom changing: On / Off
[Call/Set] PTZ movement lock:
On/Off
Call dome camera rotation mode:
forward
Call dome camera rotation mode:
reverse

RECALL 85
RECALL 86
RECALL 104
RECALL 106
RECALL 107
RECALL 108 is [ON];
PRESET 108 is [OFF]
RECALL 105 [ON]
PRESET 105 [OFF]

[OFF] by default
[OFF] by default

RECALL 246 + RECALL 119
RECALL 246 + RECALL 120 Default
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